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Le nombre, une hydre à n visages. Entre nombres complexes et vecteurs
Edited by Dominique Flament. Paris (Editions de la Maison des sciences de l’homme). 1997. 301 pp.
190 FF.
Dominique Flament’s interest in the historical development of geometry in the 19th and 20th century
is well-known and has already been marked by several colloquia and publications (see Boi et al., 1992).
This new collective work follows an international colloquium organized to celebrate the 150th birthday
of Hamilton’s quaternions and is intended to bring up to date the History of Vector Analysis of J. Michael
Crowe [1967]. If this purpose is somewhat blurred by the poetical nature of the book’s title, it is
perfectly clear from its subtitle, and realized in its contents; the authors work from a close analysis
of the mathematical texts, which are often either too little known, such as those of Christian von Staudt,
or neglected in the classical histories of mathematics, such as those presented by Gert Schubring, or
too often analyzed from a retrospective point of view, as for example Cauchy’s work, or only recently
published, such as the Scientific Letters and Papers of James Clark Maxwell or the important editorial
and investigative work on Hermann Günther Grassmann realized during this last decade and to which
Flament has contributed directly [Flament, 1994; Zaddach, 1994; Schubring, 1996]. Thus, Jeremy Gray
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the study of the composition of rotations in terms of quadruples of numbers by a synthetical and matricial
analysis, even if Hamilton’s quaternions influenced posterity much more, perhaps because of the heated
debates on their geometrical interpretation.
The main aim of the book is to oppose the reduction of geometry to its contemplative and discursive
part, a tendency which has prevailed since the rigorous composition of Euclid’s Elements. In order to
be reinstated with its dynamical and inventive part, geometry is mainly seen here as an “unfinished
conjuncture of gestures, which embed mathematical objects within our cultures” (p. xi), which the
authors intend to exemplify. They insist on the dialectical working between operative and representative
components, acting as an essential source in the search for consistency among the different meanings
associated with such new entities as negative and imaginary quantities, quaternions and biquaternions,
matrices, octonions. So a dynamical conception of operations in geometry is drawn up, which Christian
Gilain prefers to call a geometrical theory rather than a geometrical representation, seeing it as the
inventive part in the demonstrations that Jean Robert Argand and C.V. Mourey propounded for the
fundamental theorem of algebra, in order to show precisely the pertinence of this theory to their
contemporaries.
G. Schubring chronologically summarizes how the notion of opposition leads to the substitution
of spatial negativity for spatial extension and to the move from a philosophical to a mathematical
characterization, based upon the distinction between magnitude and direction. An enlargement to
imaginaries, with a new calculus of differential operators, breeds logical troubles in the usual meaning of
operations and leads to the identification and enumeration of their different formal properties. Karl-Heinz
Schlote points out how geometrical realism competes with John Locke’s and Etienne de Condillac’s
theory of understanding and language as possible foundations for a calculus whose mechanical character
had led to previous suspicion of its unsoundness. For Hamilton, mathematics belongs to the laws of
nature rather than to the laws of mind and Luc Sinègre focuses on all his first elaborative attempts—
geometrical, algebraical, trigonometrical—to build a spatial extension of the complex geometry of his
conjugate couples: later, when he had obtained quaternions as a closed system, he was led to keep the
law of modulus rather than commutativity for their product, as being more consistent with geometrical
and physical interpretation. Nevertheless, the generalization of this law helped to develop vector analysis
as well as a theory of algebras. What fostered the passage beyond dimension 3 for Grassmann was,
according to Albert C. Lewis, the notion of generation and the search for analogies or structural
similarities among all branches of mathematics. J. Gray, L. Sinègre, and Jean-Luc Dorier insist on the
difficulty of working out the consistency between formal calculus and such a dynamical geometrical
theory for the different products of four-dimensional entities. As Jacques Lavau underlines, the situation
is even worse in teaching, because of the lack of distinction between numbers and physical magnitudes;
the author insists on tensor algebra as the only adequate formalization.
There is a particular focus on the constructive approach to geometrical thought in this volume. Manuel
G. Doncel shows how Maxwell constituted his equations with the desire to find a vectorial expression of
the intuitive speculations of Michael Faraday on electromagnetic forces, fostered by the works of William
Thomson (the future Lord Kelvin) on the analogies of formulas between electrostatics and heat, and of
Peter Guthrie Tait on the physical applications of quaternions. J.-L. Dorier analyzes how distributivity
was essential to grasp linearity, from its qualitative treatment by Grassmann to axiomatical approaches.
Before them, von Staudt and Felix Klein, studied by David Rowe, maintained synthetic or idiosyncratic
means of including imaginary entities—Jakob Steiner’s “ghosts”—in geometry, using the properties of
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Continental trends in geometry. He specified the correspondence between his theory of biquaternions
and his non-Euclidean elliptic geometry, with its fundamental concepts of parallelism and of second
degree surfaces of finite content and zero curvature. And Luciano Boi records the importance Clifford
attributed to the reciprocity between algebraic concepts and geometric facts, an attitude which differed
from that of the English algebraists at the beginning of the same century, and which led to new words for
spatial motions, their velocities, and their ratios.
Like a number of such collections of papers, this work does not escape the overmodernization of
notation, which leads the authors to minimize the difficulty of constructing mathematical concepts. How
to invent the means to do otherwise within a presentation a few pages long remains a challenge for
historians of mathematics.
And if this constructive aspect is shrewdly emphasized, the vocabulary of the contributors does not
always correspond to it—for instance, when L. Sinègre or J. Gray speak often of “discovery.” Some
remarks, closer to fictional history, are even at variance with it, such as K.-H. Schlote’s “Just like
the concept of group, the concept of ring came too soon and would have a stimulating influence only
later” [p. 25], or when L. Boi considers Clifford’s original ideas on theoretical physics as anticipating
subsequent developments in general relativity [p. 237]. Do they mean that the long time which separates
the use of a property from its identification and its central place in a theory is to be considered just
a contingent random process, following from the shrewdness of individual or institutional actors or
from the necessary and ineluctable development of mathematical ideas? This is a peculiar conception
of history, widespread enough in the history of mathematics, but it is not the only possible conception of
history in general.
This ambiguity of the conception of a history of science may explain why the contextual part of
such intellectual constructions does not go beyond biographical information about some authors. I agree
that all the problematic aspects cannot be treated in the same work. But is it necessary to exclude the
context of mathematical creativity as strongly as Gilles Châtelet does? Intuition, which is very often
referred to in this work, does not suffice to explain this “desire to develop a geometrical calculus”
[K.-H. Schlote, p. 15]. It is not necessary to understand the nature of intuition to know that its content
differs according to individuals, groups, and periods. I am all the more sure of this since, in this volume,
several authors do specifically analyze how intuition had to be transformed in order to make effective
all the properties of these new entities: Amy Dahan-Dalmedico takes up Umberto Bottazzini’s reading
rather than Hans Freudhenthal’s to understand the different views Cauchy had to integrate in order to
think analysis directly in the complex realm, without referring to real coordinates; Martin Zerner shows
how waverings about the best way to teach functions of complex variables in the 19th century testified to
the want of clarification concerning their singularities. Relying on the bidisc and the Hartogs phenomena,
Jean-Jacques Szczeciniarz shows how the traditional philosophical categories are unsuited to deal with
them and how intuition needs to be supported by analytical formulations in order to master several-
complex-variable geometry.
Is it not possible to accept that philosophical issues in mathematics refer back to its status? Why should
it be ignored that the century-old historical role of geometry as the canon of mathematics was fostered
by its place in institutional teaching, precisely from those who were in charge of harmonizing knowledge
with the different representations of man, universe, and society? As we see in this volume, it changed all
through the 19th century, in England as on the Continent, as G. Chatelet’s own reference to “romantic
geometry” shows in one context.
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Flament asserts in his introduction, “not so coldly universal as they may have once appeared” (p. xi),
and that universality itself is intellectually constructed. It does give support to the acceptance of the idea
that knowledge has a network structure and that it interacts with all the dimensions of organization and
meaning. I hope that such a lack is only to be attributed to the present state of research; the preface of
the late Charles Morazé presses the authors to study the transformations of what is considered number,
as “the most astonishing mental revolution of all history” (p. ix), which he associates with capitalism and
its modes of expansion.
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Die kubischen Gleichungen bei Nicolo Tartaglia. Die relevanten Textstellen aus seinen Quesiti
et inventioni diversi auf deutsch übersetzt und kommentiert
By Friedrich Katscher. Veröffentlichungen der Kommission für Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften,
Mathematik und Medizin No. 53. Vienna (Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Mathematisch-
Naturwissenschaftliche Klasse). 2001. iv+ 76 S. ISBN 3-7001-2984-X.
The discovery of the solution of cubic equations during the early 16th century has a complicated,
entangled history. “Cardan’s formula”—called so since Cardano first published it in 1545—was first
discovered by Scipione dal Ferro (about 1515) and rediscovered by Nicolo Tartaglia in 1535. The latter
revealed his method to Cardano under the condition that he would keep the secret for himself, but
Cardano, when he learned of the first discoverer, broke his promise.
Upon Cardano’s publication a violent literary feud arose between Tartaglia and Ferrari, who had found
a method of solving biquadratic equations and defended Cardano. In his publication Quesiti et inventioni
diverse of 1546, Tartaglia presented in literary form his view of past events.
